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Numerology is important for any aspiring occultist, and it is necessary to know the properties of numbers to progress spiritually in your workings. In this section, you will find information about the numbers.

Most of this information circulating the web, is based on Hebrew sources and has been quite inaccurate, with clear information hardly existing. Some of it, is not only inaccurate, but terrible and should be avoided at all costs. "Angelic numbers" and the like are in this category of foul abominations that the enemy has created.

After very elaborate research and practice, only the real properties of numbers will be shared here, which, contrary to many sources that have a lot of corrupted elements, will begin from "Basic", all the way towards the "Advanced" section. The basic section is the beginning of this.

This section should be credited to Azazel first and foremost. The Joy of Satan is strongly under the overseeing of Azazel. Beelzebul has helped considerably to fulfill this work, which has been in the experimental phase for a few years. Now this knowledge will come out. Both have helped rectify the meaning of numbers and their properties, helping in the rectification of this knowledge so that it contains only true knowledge.

To explain a little about the furthering of the Numerology section [which will happen gradually] pay close attention to how the different Nations followed different numerals. So, a lot of people who write things for example about the "Shape of numbers" are only analyzing surface scrap in most cases, and nothing else.

Certain core properties will be more obvious, some others might require thought on the behalf of the reader, and other properties that you can derive from these properties below are to be given to you by the Gods when the time is right [not for idle thought and juvenile nonsense - but for those who truly understand what is meant here].

Certain words might not make sense, but they will make sense as you progress. The translation and etymology of these words of choice, have been chosen with great care.
Much of what I write, or have written, or new sections, will be built in this way. You must look into it, and depending on what you can derive, you will derive more from it. This is how spiritual material should be read, alternatively, information that is obvious will also serve in itself for the objectives necessitated by it.

https://joyofsatan.org/www.angelfire.co ... ology.html

Further information will be added soon.

**The core properties of numbers**

1. The "all", divine monad, undivided, command, the point in infinity, universe, source of creation, primary cause

2. Duality, separation, discord, relationship, creation, destruction, imperfect, positive-negative, first division, the parting

3. Spirit, divinity, trine force, a perfect number, first union, divine/holy trinity, [Ea, Enlil, Anu - Poseidon, Zeus, Hades etc], trinity of the worlds

4. Order, justice, four directions of the physical, the "boundary", four elements without aether, sub-basis of the material world

5. The five elements, union, connection, eros, shape and form, beauty, splendor, balance, harmony

6. Material & Spiritual, connection, life, stability, habituation, karmic, marriage, macrocosmic/microcosmic, priesthood, cleanliness

7. Karma, consequence, Goddess Nemesis, purification, the divine scale, Armor of the Just, luck, birth of mind, priesthood, virginity

8. Mystery, drive, power, permanence, firm foundation, the hidden sphere, "Divine Mother", supernal justice, multiplication, "ad infinitum"

9. Finish, the ultimate point, the image, perfection, "the end", coming to closure, the birth/death, power, capstone, peak, completion
10. A key, All in All, fate and karma, an end of path, double union, Universe - Pan, Cosmos, Perfection, The Self-Created one, "Divine Father", Totality

It is normal to currently have many questions, so you can ask in the comments, but be aware that more clarifications will arrive in the future updates of these sections.
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Number 9 – A Response - High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Bright Truth wrote:
Sun Jun 19, 2022 4:18 am
You have said 9 was about "endings", I thought it was in a negative way. So, do we not use 9 for cleanse or destroy now? Is it only about finalizing and completing? Then what should I use for cleansing, only 2? Can you clarify this, HP?

I have said it's about endings, yes.

A destruction, is an ending, but there are other endings and finishing lines too, not only destruction.

It can be used destructively for cleaning, destruction, and so on.

9 is suitable for basically almost everything, including cleaning, destruction, general workings etc. When uncertain, one can use it, and it will have the desired effect. It's a very "perfected" number. [More about this in the upcoming sections and How To's of the section].

8 and 9 have that much importance, that they can be used for basically almost everything and anything. This is why in German Lodges, 9 was used everywhere and was called "The Power Number".

Number 111 – A Response - High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Bogow wrote:
HP what can you say about the number 111? Even before my initiation, I used to often see this combination and came across rubbish information
about "angel numbers" and the decoding of this number in the spirit of "materialization of intention", which did not impress me very much and aroused suspicion. After a while, I did not find an adequate interpretation, except for the one offered by JoS in the form of adding all three numbers 1 + 1 + 1 = 3, but also the number 37 x 3, which also raises even more questions.

The 111 is strongly connected to the Trinity, an elongated form of the power of 1. This is why it's also present in the Sun Square.

Number 5 and Venus – A Response - High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

HP. Hoodedcobra666 wrote:
5. The five elements, union, connection, eros, shape and form, beauty, splendor, balance, harmony

BlackEagle666 wrote:
In this case does the word "eros" literally mean "love" or is it allegorical? Would that mean the number 5 is good in love works?
[ by the way, on the page you created about numerology ( which is superb ), I noticed a grammatically mistake at number 3. It says "Posidon, Zeus, Hades ". I believe is "Poseidon". ]

Eros, is a dual term. You can make some research for it. It is something "more" than simply a "sexual" or "love" bond, but it can also have this character. 5 is generally related to Venus and all that has to do with Venus. It's great to use for all these types of workings associated with Venus, especially Spiritual workings. [More of this is the next updates].

luis wrote:
...
But how would you use this? Like doing 5 affirmation and/or using multiple of 5 in a Venus working? For example 10 has still the power of the number 5?

Yes, definitely.

Number 13 and Venus – A Response - High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Demonic wrote:
I have been using 13 (number of venus) affirmations for a
working, because my goal is related to something ruled by venus. Not doing a square though

Should I switch to one of these numbers? If 13 does not work like as I deduced it.

HP. Hoodedcobra666 wrote:
From where does it arise that 13 is of Venus, so that you made this choice? Is it because of a post, or from some statement?

It's better that 13 is kept. So long you keep the same number through the working, it should be fine.

Demonic wrote:
I read it on forums, long time ago. That particular had some pretty good posts, and no one corrected him/her or saw any error in that.

Father's Planet is Venus and his number is 13 so it made further sense to me.

Looks like I believed misinformation.

13 is a great number for general uses. 13 is not a bad number to use so have no doubts about your workings. Unless you used something really wrong that would be "against" Venus, ie, something like 2 or 4, then you should be fine. If your working is spiritual, then 13 is even more fitting.

The 2, 4, 11 and so on being "Satan's Numbers" is disinformation that came from corrupted "Satanism" and Grimoire type of sources, which purposefully put these numbers in relation to Satan.